Patterns of performance on the Fuld Object Memory Evaluation in elderly inpatients with depression or dementia.
The Fuld Object Memory Evaluation (Fuld, 1981) was administered to 80 elderly adults (aged 60 to 90 years) who were hospitalized for evaluation and treatment of primary degenerative dementia (PDD), other organic disorders (e.g., Parkinson's disease or multi-infarct dementia), or major depression. Although mean performance in each of the diagnostic groups was below normative levels reported by Fuld (1981), PDD patients performed significantly more poorly than those with depression or other organic disorders. Analysis of subscore patterns failed to support the hypothesis of a selective memory deficit in depression, and substantial overlap in scores was observed between the depressed group and patients with organic disorders other than PDD. Object Memory Evaluation performance was influenced by global mental status and secondary psychiatric diagnoses, but not by education, age, or physical health.